
COSMIC ENERGY 
 

Indonesia has a long history of the sculptural arts.  Megalithic images are found in 
archeological sites in Sumatra, Java to Sulawesi. The 8-10th century sculptures and 
reliefs found in Java and Bali of Hindu-Buddhist origins reveal foreign influences.  
Indigenous tribes developed their own distinct tribal styles created as ancestor, 
deity and animal memorial sculptures.  
 
“Up until the 1960’s Indonesian sculpture was mostly figurative,” says Antonius 
Kho, president of API Bali, the Asosiasi Pematung Indonesia (Indonesian 
Association of Sculptors). 
 
“In the mid 1960’s, however Javanese sculptor Sidharta Soegijo, made enormous 
impact with his abstract sculptures that were a radical departure from 
recognizable forms.  His works were characterized by free flowing forms and are 
said to have initiated a new phase of Indonesian art.” 
 
Yet sculpture as an art form was not recognized within the art communities.  Art 
exhibitions were segregated, painters only exhibited with painters and sculptors 
with the like.   Art collectors and appreciators were slow to acknowledge the 
merits of sculpture.  
 
“Sidharta played an instrumental role in creating a new understanding and 
awareness of sculpture and then it began to receive respect, and eventually 
demand for such collectable objects of fine art grew,” Antonius said.  “Sidharta 
understood that sculptors would benefit to form a collective with a shared vision 
and mission.”     
 
API was founded by Sidharta in 2001 in Yogyakarta, Central Java as an open, non-
commercial organization dedicated to raising the profile of sculpture in Indonesia 
and now has more than 120 members throughout the country. 
 
“Balinese traditional sculptures are seen throughout the island, especially in the 
temples and palaces.  Stone, concrete and wooden works by local craftsmen line 
the street in certain villages as well, however contemporary and more innovative 
works are rarely seen,” noted Antonius. 
 
The Oracle Gallery in Ubud presents Cosmic Energy, the first group exhibition 
featuring nine members of API Bali exhibiting alongside five API members from 
Java, running from 1-30 August. 
 
The exhibition presents a diverse range of works from the mediums aluminum, 
wood, metal, polyester resin, nylon cord, stone, brass and bronze. 
 
Wayan Jana is from a family of well-known Balinese artists. One Heart, 2013 is a 
slender wooden idol presented in his characteristic minimalist, cosmic figurative 
style. 
 
Dutch born Carola Vooges’ Bang, 2011 features a wooden sculpture set amongst a 
black sand painting and foreground.   The sculpture appears like a pulsating 
aquatic organism from a galactic landscape.    
 

Antonius Kho, 'Dinamika', m,  
40 x 35 x 20 cm, 2012, wood sculpture. 

Agapetus Kristiandano, 'Surabaya'  
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Bambang Adi Pranomo God of Issin  
Alumiunum and Bronze 2010 

Pande Wayan Mataram, 2013, wood  



A Piece of Memory, 2011 by API president Ninus Anuspati’s is his poignant 
environmental statement.  The sculptor reproduces a section of tree neatly sawn 
on three faces and retaining its bark skin. At a glance the work appears to be 
realistic with incredible attention to texture and coloration, yet closer inspection 
reveals a milled tree immortalized in bronze. 
 
Oracle Gallery owner Greek sculptor Filippos Bourbo’s Pyramid of Hands 2012 is a 
visionary work forged from Onyx crystal that draws on the sacred, celestial 
wisdom from the ancient Egyptian civilization.  This is a work of extraordinary skill 
as well as being labor intensive. 
 
Wayan Gawi presents two works figurative works weaved from colored nylon cord 
set on metal frames.  These works are rich in texture and color while being an 
innovative exploration of media.  
 
Senior Indonesian sculptor Bambang Adi Pranomo is a well known and multi 
disciplined artist. 
 
God of Issin 2010, made from aluminum and bronze reveals both his technical and 
conceptual excellence. 
 
“Contemporary sculptors have had to struggle for recognition amongst the 
multitudes of commercial works available for sale in Bali,” said Antonius.  “API Bali 
is a platform for members, both local and foreign to present their work to the 
public to encourage appreciation and dialogue to aid in the evolution of this art 
form.” 
 
 
 
The Oracle Gallery presents ‘Cosmic Energy’, running 1-30 August 2013. 
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Filippos Bourbo - Pyramid of Hands  
2012 Onyx Crystal 

Carola Vooges, 'Bang' 2012, wood and  
sand painting 

Wayan Gawi Prosperity Nylon cord on  
Steel Frame, 2004 


